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ADDITIONAL VERSION
These versions are only used to ensure productions 
in very low sizes or quality.

Rasterized used for sizes down to 10mm.
For special print usage like silkscreen, foil print, 
embossing, etc.

Monocolor For application below 10mm. 
For absolute low quality reproduction.

File usage
png — pixel format with gradient transparency 
ai — for professional handling & production

FCC CIRCLE
For accentuation or when full naming is obsolete

SHORT VERSION
For internal documents or when full naming is obsolete

VERSION CERN

VERSION TAGLINE

VERTICAL VERSION
Alternative to Main version for limited horizontal space

LOGOSET

Main logo

The official logo of FCC stands for a clear future vision, 
dynamic processes and open research. It should be used
in the majority of the time.

Additional logo versions

Rasterized Monocolor
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LOGO USAGE

Logo spatial setup

GENERAL LOGO POSITIONING
Top left corner for most applications

SAFETY AREA
around the logo to provide enough space

Logo color

The main logo color is Deep Blue and should be used on 
every application possible. Additional logo colors can be used 
to generate certain visual expressions.

DEEP BLUE (Main logo color)
For general logo usage

RADIANT BLUE
Used to create a more energetic expression

BLACK
Exclusively used when color reproduction is impossible
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BRAND ELEMENTS

Open circle

The brand elements express the design concept 
»the open circle« on various applications and create 
an atmospheric appeal especially in big sizes.
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BRAND COLORS

DEEP BLUE

RGB 15 | 18 | 74
CMYK  100 | 95 | 0 | 70
Pantone 655 C

Main brandcolors

Deep blue is related to the motherbrand CERN.
It has a spacious, atmospheric appeal.
Communicates trustworthy scientific expertise.
Ensures high readability everywhere.

RADIANT BLUE

RGB 0 | 0 | 255
CMYK  100 | 60 | 0 | 0
Pantone 2728 C

COLOR SCOPE
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Secondary brandcolors

The secondary brand colors stand for optimism, 
creativity, energy, exploration, innovation and fresh ideas.
They are meant to be used for content within brand
communication.

ENERGY

RGB 144 | 61 | 255
CMYK  75 | 78 | 0 | 0 

EARTH

RGB 156 | 130 | 109
CMYK  30 | 40 | 50 | 25

ECO

RGB 119 | 135 | 0
CMYK  60 | 30 | 100 | 10

SPACE

RGB 190 | 230 | 243
CMYK  30 | 0 | 6 | 0

FLASH

RGB 237 | 253 | 93
CMYK  12 | 0 | 80 | 0
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BRAND FONT

ACCENTUATION FONT (Numbering and tables)

Fallback font

Roobert Regular

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvXxYyZz
1234567890&?!+@%*

Space Mono Regular

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvXxYyZz
1234567890&?!+@%*

Roobert

Roobert is a mono-linear geometrical sans-serif font.
It offers a distinct modern and clean appeal, special 
detailing with high readability and supports the written 
communication on all official media implementations. 

For further information on purchasing please notice
https://displaay.net/typeface/roobert/

Space Mono

A monospaced font, with modern detailed yet exceptionally 
readable letter shapes. It is ideal for proportional text setting
and should be used for numbering and tables. 

Space Mono is free of charge. Please notice the further link:
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Space+Mono?query=space

Arial

Whenever the brand font cannot not be used,
e.g. on the Ppt presentation, Arial is its substitute. 

TYPOGRAPHY
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CONTACT

vienna@bleed.com 
+43 650 6000 901

BRAND SUPPORT
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